Empowerment Activity – Integrity Bingo

Topic/Theme: Integrity

Video: Importance of Integrity

https://www.careergirls.org/video/importance-of-integrity/?back=69

Supplies:

- Integrity Bingo sheet
- Bingo cover chips
- Number cutouts from 1-28

Activity Instructions:

After watching the video Importance of Integrity, hand out the Integrity Bingo sheet to each student. Ask them to fill in each box beginning with the numbers their favorite integrity examples. Place the number cutouts into a cup, bag, or envelope and randomly pick numbers until someone calls out bingo. The goal is to cover 5 squares in a vertical, horizontal, or diagonal row. When a student gets a row of 5 they can call out BINGO.

Have the winning student read their numbers to you to make sure they are correct.

Activity Discussion:

- After the winner reads their numbers, have them choose one of the examples from their bingo and provide an example of when they acted with integrity.

- Ask others in the group to share their favorite example of integrity and to provide an example of when they acted with integrity.
Fill this bingo card with the number of your favorite examples of integrity

1. Being on time
2. Returning items to lost and found
3. Never stealing
4. Finishing my homework
5. Keeping my promises
6. Admitting and learning from my mistakes
7. Following the rules
8. Doing my work with 100% effort
9. Being honest with others
10. Being true to myself
11. Asking for help when I need it
12. Telling the truth even when it's hard to do
13. Being responsible for my own work
14. Working well with others as a team
15. Apologizing when I hurt someone's feelings
16. Not gossiping or talking badly about someone
17. Not cutting corners
18. Accepting everyone as they are
19. Completing my chores without being asked to do them
20. Surrounding myself with honest people
21. Letting others know when they are not acting with integrity
22. Solving a problem rather than ignoring it
23. Leaving a place better than I found it
24. Being mindful of others
25. Doing what I set out to do
26. Doing something because it needs to be done
27. Cleaning up a mess that I didn't make
28. Always having integrity